Adlershof at work: Dr. Anton Nagy, founder and CEO of ILS-Integrated Lab Solutions GmbH

HZB coordinates European collaboration to develop active agents against Corona

Green hydrogen: Why do certain catalysts improve in operation?

Ferdinand Braun Institute recognized for its efforts to promote young talents

US patent for gallium oxide growth process of the IKZ
Support the fight against pandemics with nano metrology

The contribution of decentralized electrolyzers to the energy transition

BAM develops methods for quantitative measurements of luminescent materials

Water as a metal – detected at BESSY II

“Please get vaccinated”

HZB researchers provide new insights into lead-free perovskite solar cells
Faster development of efficient solar cells and LEDs thanks to LuQY Pro
23.07.2021 // 11.22

RLI develops online course on grid integration of e-mobility for RENAC
23.07.2021 // 10.08

25 years of PicoQuant, specialist for photonic components and instrumentation
20.07.2021 // 14.54

Topological materials for ultrafast spintronics
20.07.2021 // 12.24
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Certifiably suitable for grandchildren

She is not only passionate about sustainability issues, she lives them

The air cleaner

Because it’s better!